Paint stripper containing Methylene Chloride, sold by Walmart, currently out-of-stock

- *Klean Strip Premium Stripper
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the image of the back panel on the webpage
    - Sold by: Walmart
    - “Out of stock”

Paint strippers containing Methylene Chloride, sold by third parties

- Dad’s Easy Spray Paint, Stain & Varnish Remover
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the language on the page
    - Third-party sellers: Life and Home and others

- Jasco Premium Paint & Epoxy Remover - Canister
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the language on the page
    - Third-party sellers: Ron’s Home and Hardware and another

- Klean Strip Aircraft Paint Remover
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the SDS available from here for an item with the same product code (QAR343) -
    - Third-party sellers: AutoBodyNow and another

- *Klean Strip Aircraft Paint Remover for Flexible Plastic (aerosol)
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the SDS on the manufacturer’s website for an item with the same product number (EUP367) -
    - Third-party seller: Lionparts
    - “Only 2 left”
Information current as of March 13, 2019

  - Contains methylene chloride according to the SDS on the manufacturer’s website for an item with the same product number (EUP367) - http://kleanstripauto.com/products/aircraft-paint-remover-for-flexible-plastic. First image shown on Walmart’s webpage is at least close to the picture on the manufacturer’s site.
  - Third-party sellers: Tropic Enterprises LLC and others

- **Klean Strip Strip-X Stripper**
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the language on the page
    - Third-party seller: Factory Hardware Store and another

- ***Loctite Chisel Paint Stripper**
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the product page for an item with the same manufacturer part number (as listed under “Specifications” on Walmart’s page and on the title of that page) (135544) - https://www.grainger.com/product/LOCTITE-Chisel-Gasket-Paint-Stripper-4KM53
    - Third-party seller: Zoro

- ***Zep Aerosol Paint Remover**
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the SDS for an item with the same manufacturer part number (1040621) available from here, under “RESOURCES” - https://www.zep.com/product/zepprofessional/Aerosol-Paint-Remover
    - Third-party seller: Zoro

- ***Zip-Strip Industrial Strength Paint & Finish Remover**
    - Contains methylene chloride according to the SDS of a product with the same name and product code (33-642ZIPEXP) available from searching that code at the link in this page - http://www.recochem.com/us/msds/.
    - Third-party sellers: ProMax Commerce and others
    - “Only 6 left”
Paint strippers that may contain methylene chloride, sold by third parties: further research needed by Walmart

- **Crown Tuff-Strip aerosol**
    - Likely contains methylene chloride according to the aerosol SDS available from searching “Tuff-Strip” at the SDS search link here - [http://www.packserv.com/products/](http://www.packserv.com/products/) - and from the warning at the bottom of this page - [http://www.packserv.com/products/crown/removers/](http://www.packserv.com/products/crown/removers/) but the codes listed on the Walmart website aren’t consistent with the codes in the SDS for Tuff-Strip aerosol.
    - Third-party seller: Adventurer’s Bag
    - “Only 2 left”

- **Jasco Premium Paint & Epoxy Remover - Aerosol**
    - Third-party seller: Adventurer’s Bag
    - “Only 5 left”

- **Jasco Premium Paint & Epoxy Remover - Canister**
    - Very likely contains methylene chloride: The label shown looks the same as that of a product that contains methylene chloride according to its product page and SDS here - [http://www.jasco-help.com/product/premium-paint-epoxy-remover](http://www.jasco-help.com/product/premium-paint-epoxy-remover), (Note: the manufacturer part number provided on Walmart’s page doesn’t match up with any known code on Jasco’s website.)
    - Third-party seller: Adventurer’s Bag

- **Jasco Varnish & Stain Remover**
- Likely contains methylene chloride: The label shown looks the same as that for a product that contains methylene chloride according to its product page and SDS here - http://www.jasco-help.com/product/varnish-stain-remover - and there doesn’t appear to be a reformulated version. (Note: the manufacturer part number provided on Walmart’s page doesn’t match up with any known code on Jasco’s website.)
- Third-party seller: Adventurer’s Bag
- “Only 3 left”

* Klean Strip Aircraft Fiberglass Paint Remover
    - Very likely contains methylene chloride according to the SDS of a product with the same manufacturer part number (GAF354) - http://kleanstripauto.com/products/aircraft-fiberglass-paint-remover, although the label is slightly different on this page compared with the Walmart webpage
- Third-party seller: AutoBodyNow
- “Only 2 left”

- Klean Strip Aircraft Remover - Aerosol
    - Likely contains methylene chloride according to the SDS on the manufacturer’s website for an item with the same product number (EAR322), although there’s a different label - http://www.kleanstrip.com/product/aircraft-paint-remover-aerosol - and the name is Aircraft Paint Remover, as opposed to “Aircraft Remover” on Walmart’s webpage
- Third-party seller: Lionparts
- “Only 2 left”

**EXACT PRODUCT PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED; NOT YET REMOVED** - Klean Strip Klean Kutter Refinisher (name according to image)
    - Likely contains methylene chloride: This webpage shows a label that looks old, but the newer version with same manufacturer part number (QKK5.1) has methylene chloride according to the SDS available at: http://www.kleanstrip.com/product/klean-kutter-refinisher
- Third-party seller: Adventurer’s Bag
- “Only 5 left”

- Klean Strip Klean Kutter Refinisher (name according to image)
    - Likely contains methylene chloride: This webpage shows a label that looks old, but the newer version with same manufacturer part number
(QKK5.1) has methylene chloride according to the SDS available at: http://www.kleanstrip.com/product/klean-kutter-refinisher

- Third-party seller: ProMax Commerce
- “Only 1 left” (Note: Had said “Only 2 left” on March 12)

- **Klean Strip Premium Sprayable Stripper**
  - o https://www.walmart.com/ip/Klean-Strip-QT-Sprayable-Paint-Stripper-Only-One/608585367
  - Likely contains methylene chloride because it has the same name as a product with methylene chloride - http://www.kleanstrip.com/product/premium-sprayable-stripper - and the image shown doesn’t specify: “NON-METHYLENE CHLORIDE FORMULA” as is the case for the reformulated version here - http://www.kleanstrip.com/product/klean-strip-premium-sprayable-stripper-non-methylene-chloride. (Note: the manufacturer part number (QKS221) on Walmart’s website doesn’t seem to match up with a KleanStrip product - but they may have just left off a number by accident.)
  - Third-party seller: Adventurer’s Bag
  - “Only 5 left”

- **Klean Strip Strip-X Stripper (old label)**
  - Likely contains methylene chloride: The label shown looks outdated, but the name is the same as a product that has methylene chloride according to the SDS here: http://www.kleanstrip.com/product/strip-x-stripper. No manufacturer part number is provided. Strip-X Stripper does not appear to have any other formulations.
  - Third-party seller: Adventurer’s Bag

- **Krylon Dupli-Color Paint Stripper**
  - o https://www.walmart.com/ip/Krylon-ST100-Duplicolor-Paint-Stripper-Paint-Stripper-11-Oz-Aerosol/34872875
  - Very likely contains methylene chloride according to the SDS for a product with the same name and item code (ST100) - https://www.paintdocs.com/docs/webPDF.jsp?SITEID=DUPLI&prodno=ST100&doctype=SDS&lang=2 – although an image isn’t available to accompany the SDS
  - Third-party sellers: JB Tool Sales and others
  - “Only 5 left”
  - SOLD AT REDUCED PRICE

- **Loctite Chisel Paint Stripper**
  - Likely contains methylene chloride because an item with the same image sold through Walmart.com (see above) has a product number that matches an item containing methylene chloride.
  - Third-party seller: DK Hardware
Information current as of March 13, 2019

- “Only 2 left”

- **Permatex Paint Stripper**
    - Very likely contains methylene chloride according to the SDS for a product with the same part number (80577) - [https://www.permatex.com/products/cleaners-degreasers/specialty-cleaners-cleaners-degreasers/permatex-paint-stripper/](https://www.permatex.com/products/cleaners-degreasers/specialty-cleaners-cleaners-degreasers/permatex-paint-stripper/) - although the labels are slightly different.
  - Third-party sellers: 4Wheel Online and others

- **SEM Urethane Bumper Stripper**
    - Likely contains methylene chloride according to the SDS of a product with the same item code (39913) but the label is different - [https://www.semproducts.com/product/urethane-bumper-stripper/39913](https://www.semproducts.com/product/urethane-bumper-stripper/39913)
    - Third-party seller: Lionparts
    - “Only 2 left”
    - Product is listed as discontinued on the manufacturer’s website but it still available for sale through Walmart.com.
    - Likely contains methylene chloride according to the SDS of a product with the same item code (39913) but the label is different - [https://www.semproducts.com/product/urethane-bumper-stripper/39913](https://www.semproducts.com/product/urethane-bumper-stripper/39913)
    - Third-party seller: JB Tool Sales
    - SOLD AT A REDUCED PRICE
    - Product is listed as discontinued on the manufacturer’s website but it still available for sale through Walmart.com.
    - Likely contains methylene chloride according to the SDS of a product with the same item code (39913) but the label is different - [https://www.semproducts.com/product/urethane-bumper-stripper/39913](https://www.semproducts.com/product/urethane-bumper-stripper/39913)
    - Third-party sellers: Tropic Enterprises LLC and others
    - Product is listed as discontinued on the manufacturer’s website but it still available for sale through Walmart.com.

- **SEM XXX Bumper Stripper**
    - Likely contains methylene chloride: the SDS of a product with the same item code (77713) and name contains methylene chloride but the label of
Information current as of March 13, 2019

- this product is different - https://www.semproducts.com/product/xxx-bumper-stripper/77713#resources
  - Third-party seller: Lionparts
  - “Only 2 left”
  - Product is listed as discontinued on the manufacturer’s website but it still available for sale through Walmart.com.
      - Likely contains methylene chloride: the SDS of a product with the same item code (77713) and name contains methylene chloride but the label of this product is different - https://www.semproducts.com/product/xxx-bumper-stripper/77713#resources
      - Third-party sellers: Tropic Enterprises LLC and others
      - Product is listed as discontinued on the manufacturer’s website but it still available for sale through Walmart.com.

- **Zip-Strip Contractors Plus Paint & Finish Remover**
    - Likely contains methylene chloride: A part number is not provided, but the name of the product shown in the image is the same as products that have methylene chloride according to a search of the SDS through here (with the keywords “contractors plus”): http://www.recochem.com/us/msds/; see also http://www.recochem.com/us/products/solvents_cleaners/zip_strip_contractors_plus_paint_finish_remover
      - Third-party seller: Factory Hardware Store

- **Zip-Strip Industrial Strength Paint & Finish Remover**
  - https://www.walmart.com/ip/Zip-Strip-Industrial-Strength-Paint-Varnish-Stripper/21862517
    - Likely contains methylene chloride, based on the SDS for “Zip Strip Industrial” products, as identified through here – http://www.recochem.com/us/msds/. Note the manufacturer part number provided on Walmart’s page does not appear to be in a format used by Zip-Strip. The Zip-Strip product catalogue shows an image with the same label for Industrial Strength Paint & Finish Remover as the image on Walmart’s webpage - http://www.recochem.com/us/media/uploads/downloads/Zip-Strip_Removers_Sell_Sheet_WEB.pdf.
      - Third-party sellers: ProMax Commerce and another
Paint stripper that may contain methylene chloride, sold by third party, but is currently out of stock: further research needed by Walmart

- *Crown Tuff-Strip Heavy-Duty Semi-Paste Stripper canister
    - Likely contains methylene chloride: a product with the same name but different label has methylene chloride according to the warning at the bottom of this page - http://www.packserv.com/products/crown/removers/; searching at the SDS search link toward the top of this page for “Crown Tuff-Strip Semi-Paste Remover” also yields an SDS that shows methylene chloride as an ingredient. The product code listed on Walmart’s webpage is a partial match for the code in the SDS for this product.
    - Third-party seller: UnbeatableSale
    - “Out of stock”

Paint strippers containing NMP, sold by Walmart

- *Blue Bear Paint & Urethane Stripper
  - https://www.walmart.com/ip/SOY-Gel-Professional-Paint-Stripper-Gallon/48471805
    - Contains NMP according to the text on the webpage
    - Sold by: Walmart

Paint strippers containing NMP, sold by third parties

- Back to Nature Ultra-Strip: The Ultimate Paint Remover
    - Contains NMP according to the text on the webpage
    - Third-party seller: Zoro

- *Blue Bear 600GL Coatings Remover
    - Third-party seller: AutoBodyNow
  - Third-party seller: AutoBodyNow
  - Third-party seller: AutoBodyNow

- **Blue Bear 670AF Antifouling Paint Remover**
    - Third-party seller: AutoBodyNow

- **Blue Bear 690PB Lead Paint Remover**
    - Third-party seller: AutoBodyNow
      - “Only 2 left”

- **Blue Bear Paint & Urethane Stripper**
  - https://www.walmart.com/ip/Blue-Bear-1799329-Soy-Gel-Paint-Urethane-Stripper-44-5-gal/302960168
      - Third-party seller: UnbeatableSale
      - SOLD AT A REDUCED PRICE
Other strippers containing NMP, sold by third parties

- *Back to Nature Ready-Strip Mastic Remover
    - Contains NMP according to the SDS for an item with the same product code (67864) - [https://www.sunnysidecorp.com/product.php?p=r&b=r&n=67864](https://www.sunnysidecorp.com/product.php?p=r&b=r&n=67864)
    - Third-party sellers: SIM Supply Inc and another
    - ON CLEARANCE AND SOLD AT A REDUCED PRICE
- *Blue Bear 540PM Polyurethane Adhesive Remover
    - Third-party seller: AutoBodyNow
    - “Only 5 left”

Paint strippers that likely or possibly contain NMP, sold by third parties: further research needed by Walmart

- *Blue Bear Paint & Urethane Stripper
  - [https://www.walmart.com/ip/SOY-Gel-Professional-Paint-Stripper-Quart/43337173](https://www.walmart.com/ip/SOY-Gel-Professional-Paint-Stripper-Quart/43337173)
    - Third-party seller: Woodcraft Supply, LLC
- Citristrip Paint and Varnish Stripping Gel (no picture)
    - NMP content unclear but possible: No picture or product code are provided, so it is not clear whether this is the version with NMP or without NMP (NMP-free version shown here: [http://www.citristrip.com/product/paint-varnish-stripping-gel-non-nmp](http://www.citristrip.com/product/paint-varnish-stripping-gel-non-nmp))
    - Third-party seller: Adventurer’s Bag